10 Things You Should Know Before You
Select an Animal Communication Teacher
1. Look at the photo of the teacher. Do you feel positive energy emanating from
them? Do you feel a heart connection? You should get good vibes when looking
at their photo.
2. Look at the teacher’s bio and website. How long have they been
teaching? Do they have students from around the world? What do you think of
their background? Is their website professional? You should feel like they have
the experience and professionalism you are looking for.
3. Read the testimonials not only from their communication students but also
their communication clients. How do the words of others make you feel? The
words should speak to you on a heart and soul level. You should feel that this
teacher is not only a great professional communicator, but also a wonderful and
impactful teacher.
4. Know how the instruction is offered. Is the instruction live or recorded?
Sadly, a lot of teachers are apparently going the route of recordings. You listen
to pre-recorded instruction or a pre-recorded class. Unfortunately, most students
have trouble connecting and learning intuitive skills from recordings. The energy
is not the same as that of a live teacher with live support. Often these students
are left with the horrible feeling of being a failure after taking such a class. For
some, they will even give up at this point when honestly, it is simply a poor format
which works for just a small percentage of students.
5. Check out what you will be learning in the class. Are you learning solid
basics? Are there exercises? Are there documents? A number of students do
not know how to ground or are not grounded. The class should spend time
grounding so that you can receive messages from the animals more clearly. You
should feel like, by the end of the class, that you will be able to communicate with
animals.
6. Know if you can ask questions during the class. If you have questions and
are unable to get answers or receive them immediately, you may get stuck,
frustrated or have difficulty learning. You need a teacher you can count on to be
there for you.
7. Know how the class structure involves fellow students. Are you able to hear
from other students during the class? Hearing and being able to talk to the
teacher is important and a major benefit of a live in person class or teleclass
(done by phone, Skype or web phone.) But also hearing other students
contributes to providing a supportive learning environment. You feel like you are

part of a team, in this together. This helps to create the positive and inspirational
energy needed to learn this unique ability.
8. Look into how you practice as part of the class. Do you practice
communicating during the class? Does the class involve practicing on your
own? Do you receive feedback? Practicing talking to animals and getting
validation is a crucial part of learning. Otherwise, your mind often questions what
information you received and then doubt and fear can take over.
9. Look into what happens after the class. Do you receive a certificate upon
completion of the class? Are there practice opportunities after the class is
completed? A certificate is important to many students. Practice is vital so that
you can continue to hone your skills. Trying to find animals on your own to
practice with can be a challenge. It is ideal if the teacher provides a practice
group made available to just their own communication students. That way, you
can feel like you are still a part of “your” group of like-minded students.
10. Look into what other learning opportunities and support the teacher offers.
Do they offer an advanced communication class? Do they offer a professional
communicator program if you desire to become one? Do they offer intuitive and
spiritual articles catered to their animal communication students? Do they offer
email support? It is wonderful if your teacher goes the extra mile for you. While
not all teachers do this, it is a bonus if they give you an opportunity to keep
learning and expanding your abilities.

